Little Miss Spider!
Miss Spider

By ______________________________

Miss Spider ______________________

Miss Spider ______________________

Miss Spider never ________________

! 
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How to make Miss Spider!

Prepare in advance for each child:

1 yellow 9x9 square for body
1 yellow 6x6 square for head
2 blue 2x2 squares for eyes
2 green 3x3 squares for eyes
2 red 3x3 squares mouth and top swirl
1 black 3x3 square for eyelashes
4 black strips to fold in half and cut for legs!

I do this project whole class when I have a parent volunteer to help glue! Show children how to make circles from squares.

We add the writing to the back!

Miss Spider really comes out cute all different shapes and sizes!

ENJOY!
Miss Spider by Efrain
Miss Spider eats flowers.
Miss Spider has big eyes.
Miss Spider never eats her friends.